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EDITORIAL

CHAIRMAN'S COLUMN

I am afraid that there are slim pickings in this issue of the
newsletter. Although we can blame the pandemic for the
lack of activities, it does not prevent members from sending
in their reminiscences, articles and photographs. Once again
we are relying on the same contributors. The Newsletter
can't go on without your support and interest.

Like the rest of the nation, in fact the world, it seems that
everything that the CRA traditionally does is on hold until
“After Coronavirus”. The last “normal” event we held was
the CRA Annual General Meeting way back in February
and we still have no clear idea when things will return to
normal although the news concerning a likely vaccine is
certainly welcome.

It has been a sad year for all sorts of reasons. We
mourn the loss of Dame Vera Lynn, the incomparable
forces sweetheart.
We have also lost a number of
regimental stalwarts, with restrictions preventing us from
giving them the send off that they deserve. The same
restrictions have prevented us from observing the period
of Remembrance in the way that we are accustomed to.

The Mons service was affected by the restrictions although
a small number of people did manage to attend and lay a
wreath in memory of the actions of the 1st Battalion in
August of 1914. Many thanks to Eddie Pickering for
making the arrangements to allow it to go ahead and also
to Mike Huntriss for laying the wreath.

From a personal point of view, it was the first time in over
twenty years that I had not marched at the
Cenotaph. Instead I visited the grave of Private Terence
Adam ACC, one of the victims of the Ballykelly Bomb.
Still nineteen and looking forward to his birthday when
the bombers struck. It certainly gave my Remembrance
Day a different perspective.

Continued on Page 2.......

Finally, I must commend Ashley Farrall and Stuart
Harrison on their efforts in raising funds and planning for
the memorial to be erected at the National
Memorial Arboretum. You can read more on pages 4 & 5.
If you have anything for the next issue of the newsletter,
then please let me have it by 15th March 2021. You can email me at: george.szwejkowski@gmail.com,
or send by post to: 86 Edward Road, London, SE20 7JS.
My telephone number is: 07721 660471.
I hope to have the newsletter onto the website of the
Cheshire Military Museum by the end of March 2021. The
website is: www.cheshiremilitarymusem.co.uk
You can also follow the CRA on Facebook - "The Cheshire
Regiment Association" for updates on events."
Keep safe.
George Szwejkowski
The views and opinions expressed in the articles in this
newsletter are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise of the
CRA.
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Chairman's Column Continued.........

many years in the Battalion and since, played in the
Battalion Hockey team together and handed the CSM HQ
Coy post over to each other and then back again. It is
always nice to see so many people gather to say farewell to
those who have passed away especially in these difficult
times.

Remembrance Sunday services where they happened
around the country differed a lot, seemingly on a case by
case basis, but it was nice to see branches and
representatives doing their best to pay their respects locally
on the 8th November. Additionally, and importantly, Eddie
Pickering laid a wreath on behalf of the Regiment in the
Regimental Garden at Chester Cathedral on the 11th
November.

The planned Cheshire Regiment Memorial has recently
taken off and the sum raised has already exceeded the
planned target of £20,000.00. Separately in this newsletter
is an article from Ashley Farrall and Stuart Harrison which
gives much more detail, so I will not steal their thunder in
this column.

The usual large gathering for the East Cheshire Reunion, in
Stockport, was another casualty of COVID-19. Plan B was
immediately put in place for a much smaller number of
attendees only for that to be postponed at the last minute
due to the restrictions so Plan C is now waiting to go ahead
as soon as we get the go ahead although sadly it will be for
a small number of attendees.

Stay safe everywhere and I look forward to being able to
get back to normal after these difficult times.

It is always sad when we hear that friends and colleagues
have passed away and there have been plenty recently, but
I was really saddened to hear of the passing of Terry
Finlay BEM, a very good friend, we knew each other for

Peter Gresty

VIEW FROM THE CASTLE

"Improvise, Adapt and Overcome" has been the motto of
many in the CRA these last few months. One of the
cornerstones of our Association is Remembrance; Battles,
Heroes, Comrades, Happy Times, Sad Times and much
more, this is what binds us together. So it has been
frustrating to see the "Overcome" part being so often
thwarted by measures to contain the dreadful Covid 19
which is taking such a toll on our society being introduced
with very short notice.

In September, a small socially distanced group met
in the Cheshire Regiment Garden of Remembrance
at Chester Cathedral to pay tribute to the men who
fought in the Battle of Mons. Derek Sykes carried
the Association Standard, Paul Wilkinson sounded
"Last Post" and "Reveille" and Major Mike
Huntriss laid a wreath.
Continued on Page 3
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View from the Castle Continued.......
Looking ahead, I hope that the hoped for vaccine is
introduced quickly and that we can resume the kind of life
we used to enjoy and that it will not be too long before we
can rebuild our Association life and flourish once more.

Plans for the East Cheshire Reunion must
have been altered countless times before the organisers
had to admit defeat when the country moved
to tiers (sorry, pun intended) and they were forced
to cancel what is the longest running reunion in the
CRA.

MONS REMEMBERED

"Adapt" has seen a different way of paying tribute to
our friends who have passed away recently. Led by
Sandbach Branch and to the sound of "Last Post"
played by a member of the Band of the Mercian
Regiment, members of the CRA honoured D Day
Veteran Charles Sullivan who died just a few days
after he celebrated his 100th birthday, as he was laid
to rest. Later, a cavalcade of motorcyclists from the
22nd Riders led the funeral cortege of Terry Finlay
BEM from his home to Chester Crematorium. Terry
served in both the 1st and 3rd Battalions and over
100 members representing both units lined the route
from the cemetery gates to pay their respects. In
recent years, Terry had been a great representative
of the CRA, always ready and willing to carry one
of
the
Standards
and
show
the
flag
at
commemorative events and he leaves a large gap to be
filled.
Preparations for Remembrance start in August every
year when the layout for the Regimental plot at the
Field of
Remembrance
outside
Westminster
Abbey is agreed, crosses and wreaths are ordered
and tribute cards are prepared. We were informed that
things would be slightly different this year because of
building work at the Abbey, but it came as a surprise
when first of all, the numbers allowed to attend were
drastically cut back to just four, then a couple of weeks
later, to one person to present the plot and then finally
nobody. Similarly, the Cenotaph ceremony looked
promising, Southern Region Branch had "Improvised"
and created Regimental facemasks for the reduced
number allowed to march and the BBC contacted us for
some details for the commentary as they had chosen to
spotlight our marching column, and then lockdown
struck.
In Chester, the decision was taken
by the authorities to allow a limited commemoration
to go ahead. The Cheshire Regiment wreath is
normally laid by Major General Keith Skempton CBE,
but as he was prevented from travelling because
of lockdown restrictions where he lives, Major Eddie
Pickering stood in for him and laid a wreath at the War
Memorial. Traditionally a wreath is laid at the memorial in
the Garden of Remembrance, but due to social distancing
measures put in place to allow wreath laying to go ahead, it
was decided to delay it until 11 o'clock on 11th November.
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MEMORIAL UPDATE
Over the past two years, since they first brought
their motion to the CRA AGM, fellow Cheshire
Regiment veterans Ashley Farrall and Stuart Harrison
have been raising
money
for
a
Cheshire
Regiment
Memorial Monument at the National
Memorial Arboretum. Their original target for this
monument was £20,000 for an outline design they
presented at the AGM in 2019.

The additional funds over the original target meant room
for the design of the monument to be improved based on
advice they received from the head of the NMA estate
during a meeting to discuss the Monument in September.
The original design was for two Oak soldiers representing
the history of the Regiment from 1689 until 2007, flanking
a stone from a Cheshire quarry with inscription and plaque.
The updated designs will feature a plinth with the
Regimental battle honors and the soldiers made of steel
instead of Oak after being advised it would be too costly to
maintain Oak.

The campaign started with a Facebook and Gofundme
page but has now been featured in interviews with Ashley
and Stuart on BBC North West Television, BBC Radio
Manchester, BBC Radio Merseyside, several local Radio
stations, and newspapers. Also doing a fund-raising event
in which they did a 22-mile (35.5Km) weighted march
carrying 22KGs (48.5lbs).

This will stand on a bonded gravel surface. They will put
the three designs out for feedback on the Facebook page to
get a sense of people's preferences and then proceed with
the final application to the NMA's planning board for
approval in March.

Ashley (left) and Stuart (right) with John (middle) the
head of the NMA estate.

Ashley and Stuart starting the 22-mile march.

Once approved the project can then move onto the action
phase, in which they will give the go-ahead to the various
contractors they've been in contact with to proceed with the
build. Hopefully, we will have an opening ceremony in the
Summer of 2021, this is subject to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic as they would like as many fellow Cheshires to
attend as possible to celebrate the opening of the
Monument.

With the help of the Cheshire Regiment Association, the
Cheshire Regiment Armed forces family, and the public.
Including donors large and small, in particular to Joe
Murphy and Ashleigh Higgins for their efforts. In
conjunction with the CRA secretary Eddie Pickering and
the CRA Chair Peter Gresty, Ashley and Stuart can confirm
that that original target of £20,000 has been surpassed by
more than £3000!
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Continued on Page 5

Memorial Update Continued......

Ashley said: "Although Stuart and I took the initiative
to start this campaign, I don't think we could have
achieved our target so soon without the support from
the Cheshire Regiment and Armed forces family. This is
an achievement we all can share".
Stuart said: "I'm proud we have managed to raise the
funds required for the monument, I'm excited and look
forward to the opening ceremony where I hope we can
have many people with us to celebrate our Regiment
and respect all those that have lost their lives."
You can see more on the following link:
Option 1

https://www.facebook.com/cheshirememorial
You can still donate on the Gofundme page:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-raise-money-for-amemorial-at-the-nma
or by sending a cheque to:
Secretary
The Cheshire Regiment Association
The Castle
Chester
CH1 2DN

Option 2

Golf:

SNIPPETS

Your golf game is so bad, you had to re grip your ball
retriever
The best golf partners are the ones that are not quite as
good as you.
Brand new golf balls have a strong attraction to tree lines
and water. The strength of the attraction is in direct
proportion to how expensive the ball is.
You can hit a 1 acre fairway 5% of the time, but a 1 inch
branch you will hit 95% of the time.

Option 3
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WHAT KIT DOES THE UK MILITARY HAVE?
Article source: Forces Net News dated 16 September 2020

The UK military's maritime, land, and air capabilities require thousands of
pieces of combat equipment.
The Ministry of Defence has published statistics detailing the equipment used
by Britain's Armed Forces as of 1 April 2020.

MARITIME EQUIPMENT

LAND
Equipment

There are 10 submarines and 79 vessels in the UK
Armed
Forces
(66
vessels
in
the
Royal Navy Surface Fleet;

The UK Armed Forces have 4,071 pieces of combat
equipment, a reduction of 22 since 2019. The MOD
says this is mainly due to the removal of 20 CVR(T)
Scimitar vehicles from service.

13 vessels in the Royal Fleet Auxiliary).

The
combat
equipment
includes
990
armoured personnel carriers, 1,906 protected
mobility vehicles and 1,175 armoured fighting
vehicles.

Of the 10 submarines, six are nuclear and four are
ballistic
nuclear.
The
Royal
Navy's
66 surface vessels include:

The land platforms most commonly used in the
UK Armed Forces are the Bulldog (891 in total)
and the Warrior (767).

25 patrol ships
13 mine countermeasures vessels 13 frigates
6 destroyers
4 survey ships
2 aircraft carriers
2 landing platform docks/helicopters
1 ice patrol ship

Bulldog
Britain’s military also has 250 artillery and 156
engineering equipment components – the latter number
has declined from 162 in 2019, as two amphibious
bridging vehicles and four Terriers were removed from
the operational fleet.
There are 15,827 pieces of combat support equipment
available – 48% are Landrovers and 46% are wheeled
support vehicles.
Vanguard Class Submarine
Formations
Within the Royal Navy, there are 15 reserve units and a
fleet diving squadron made up of 13 units.
The Royal Marines consists of 3 Commando Brigade, the
Royal Marine Band Service, the Commando Training
Centre and four reserve units.
Warrior
6

The most common fixed-wing aircraft is the
Typhoon, with 139 in the UK military.

Formations
The Army can be split into three primary components –
Combat Forces, Combat Support Forces and Combat Service
Support.
The Combat Forces includes the Infantry and Royal
Armoured Corps.

There are also 311 rotary-wing platforms in the UK
armed forces. The most common of these is the
Chinook, with 60 helicopters.

There are 32 Regular Army and 16 Army Reserves Infantry
Battalions and 15 Royal Armoured Corps Regiments (of
these, 11 are regular and four are reserves).

Chinook
There has been a reduction in the number of Apache
helicopters since 2019 to support the introduction of
the AH-64E model which will see numbers climb
again from next year, according to the MOD.
In
addition,
there
are
287
unmanned aircraft systems, a decline of two since
2019. Most of these systems are Desert-Hawk III
(229).

Challenger

AIR

Formations
The RAF has 81 squadrons – four more than in 2019.

Equipment
There are 529 fixed-wing platforms – a decrease of 72
since 2019, due in part to the Tucano fleet leaving
service and a reduction in the Typhoon fighter jet fleet,
the MOD said.

There are 18 squadrons and four headquarters in the
Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm, while the Army Air
Corps comprises eight regiments, seven of which
are regular and one reserve.
SNIPPETS
It takes a lot of balls to play golf like I do.
The best way to reduce shots on the score card is with an
eraser.
If I hit the ball left, it’s a hook. If I hit the ball right, it’s a
slice and when I hit it straight, it’s a miracle.
You should always try before you buy, especially when
buying a putter. Never buy a putter until you’ve seen how
well you can throw it.

Typhoon
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WORD FROM THE BRANCHES
BIRKENHEAD & DISTRICT BRANCH

CHESTER BRANCH

Our members made the transition from Tier 3
Restrictions to Son of Lockdown and, as far as I am
aware, have been free from the virus itself. The
pandemic has affected all of us and even the reduced
CRA calendar of recent years.

Our notes are of necessity very brief. We are happy that
to date the larger part of our membership have survived
the onslaught of the dreaded virus. They have also not
had to pay their subs. So there was no need for Rob
Prentice to move to Lichfield! Nevertheless we wish him
well in his new home.

VJ Day, Saturday 15th August, occurred during the
period of relaxed Covid rules and was marked by a
Commemoration at the Port Sunlight War
Memorial. Our Members attending were Jan
Gillison, Maureen Hunt, Ron and Barbara Green,
Harry Goodenough and Fred King. Harry sounded
Last Post and Rouse and Fred laid a wreath. A
sizeable number of local residents attended together
with re-enactors, restored military vehicles and
bikers. Well done to all concerned. The operations
in the Far East are often overshadowed by the
simultaneous tumultuous battles in Europe.

We were shocked by the sudden passing of our former
Chairman and Standard Bearer Mr Terry Finlay MBE
who will be sorely missed, and the equally unexpected
and sudden passing of two of our lady members Mrs
Irene Ketland and Mrs Teresa Rose two stalwart and
long time members who will also be sadly missed.
We pray that all members of the CRA and their families
will continue to stay fit and well and that it will not be
long before we can all return to a normal way of life.
And to all we say God Bless you and wish you Merry
Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year.
John Fairbanks

No official commemorations took place in Wirral on
Remembrance Sunday, 8th November. However the
Day was marked by spontaneous and unofficial
events. Quite a large number of people, again plus reenactors and bikers, were at Port Sunlight. Harry,
Jan and Maureen represented the Branch and laid a
wreath and the bugle calls were sounded by a
member of the Port Sunlight Lyceum Brass Band. I
laid a wreath at Wallasey War Memorial, where, of
course, the customary parade and Act of
Remembrance were cancelled. Despite this and the
poor weather, representatives of local organisations
came to lay wreaths and individual members of the
public to lay crosses. Our thanks go to the same trio
of Members who again met at the Port Sunlight
Memorial to mark the 102nd anniversary of the
Armistice at 1100 on 11th November.

KIRKHAM BRANCH
We are now at the end of the year and a lot of changes
have taken place for all of us. Like I said in my last notes,
many of us have lost good friends and loved ones because
of Covid 19. We all have to keep going and try to do the
right things.
The branch tried to have a meeting in August, but had to
cancel as our venue was closed. It has therefore been a
case of talking to each other over the phone, or Facebook,
(which I don't use), Facetime and Zoom.
On 1st September I went to the funeral of one of my
Malaya MT comrades, Victor Parker. The service was
conducted by Derek Sykes, who did an excellent job. The
service was held in the Rowan Chapel at Stockport
Crematorium. The Last Post was played by Alan
Wilkinson of Stockport Branch. My condolences to his
wife Jean and all the family.

Whilst the chances of our celebrating Christmas as
we have done in previous years are now looking
unlikely. We shall maintain our small Branch by all
means available.

Branch members, under normal times are in Belgium for
Remembrance Sunday. But this year owing to lockdown
we have had to put our flags up in our windows and
gardens and watch the service on TV. We have sent our
donation for the poppy appeal by post or online, or at the
local shop when they are open.

Peter Jackson

Everything is on hold at the moment, so keep safe and
good health for all members, family and friends. Our
good wishes to all our Armed Forces, so merry Christmas
and a happy New Year for us all.
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John Gibson

SOUTHERN REGION

SOUTH WIRRAL BRANCH

It will be the case with all branches that notes will be
short, due to the lack of activities. The Southern Region
is no exception.

Unfortunately we did not send a news letter contribution
for the last issue, due to nothing happening because of
the virus.

Organising the usual remembrance activities took early
planning and until Septemer it was understood that the
Field of Remembrance and the Cenotaph would take
place, albeit with reduced numbers.

During this period we have had to cancel visits to various
functions. The Cheshire East Reunion in Stockport. The
medal association dinner in Chester due to the Covid 19.
As I am writing these notes news has arrived of a
possible vaccine, lets hope so and we can get back to
normalish.

But in October we learned that we would be severely
reduced in numbers at the Field of Remembrance and
reduced to eight marchers at the Cenotaph. The CRA
Chairman gave us a challenge, to have regimental
facemasks, and we obliged by producing them from the
material used to create the regimental county tie. Our
thanks go to Sue at the Castle and Trevor and Lynne
Taylor for their quick work to get them made.

As you will all now know we mourn the loss of one our
branch members Terry Finlay BEM. Terry was a South
Wirral Branch member and a Chester branch member.
He also carried the now disbanded Ellesmere Port
Branch Standard.

Once again our hopes were dashed when the Field of
Remembrance was reduced to only our president, Tony
Twiss to present our plot, and even Tony was later stood
down. More bad news was to follow when the eight
marchers at the Cenotaph were also stood down, with a
total of 26 then representing the usual 10,000 veterans
that would have usually attended.

Roy Willis.

I finish these notes wishing you all a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year. Hoping you all keep well. Hope to
see you all next year.

With the aid of technology we are about to try to hold a
committee meeting online - let's hope that the
vagaries of the internet will allow it to happen
without the usual gremlins.
We were sorry to learn of the death of Joe Hider last
August. Although he moved away to Londonderry several
years ago, he remained a member of the Southern Region.
Our condolences to Gloria and her family. We were also
sorry to learn of the death of Terry Finlay. Although not
a member of our branch, we recognise the time, effort
and commitment that he has given to the Cheshire
Regiment and the CRA. Our condolences to Anita and the
family.

Some of the South Wirral Branch members who attended
Terry Finlay’s funeral.

We hope that things will be back to some sort of
normality very soon, but in the meantime have a
good Christmas and a happy New Year.

SNIPPETS

Golf is a game, invented by God to punish guys who
retire early.

George Szwejkowski

In primitive society, when native tribes beat the ground
with clubs and yelled, it was called witchcraft; today, in
civilized society, it is called golf.
Golf: A five-mile walk punctuated with disappointments.
You know you're a hack when your divot flies farther
than your ball!
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STOCKPORT BRANCH

We start these notes with the sad news that Alan Massey passed away on the 5th
November, Alan held the post as “The Father of the Branch” which is a post
appointed by the Branch President and normally by the oldest member of the
branch.
Sadly we are informed far too frequently of the passing of former members of the
Regiment, and the branch, who have passed away and along with those listed in
“Last Post” only recently we learnt that a young ex-soldier from the Stockport area
has also lost his personal battle, RIP Robert McCormack.
St Mary’s in the market in Stockport is home to the grave and headstone of Enoch
Hill “a Private in the Stockport Volunteers” who died on 21st February 1799 when
he was killed by his musket exploding or as the final line on the headstone says
“At home a shattered musket pierced his heart” The headstone was refurbished by
the 4th Bn Cheshire Regiment Volunteers in November of 1881 and members of
the branch are looking to refurbish the stone again when the COVID-19 situation
allows.
It would be nice to restore this headstone to something like it’s former glory so
people can wonder at his story for many years to come, we will keep you informed.
The branch committee continues to meet, normally by Zoom at the moment, and
they also frequently call around the members to make sure they are doing OK. We
have also held branch meetings by Zoom and on the last one even had a
Regimental History Quiz organised by Pete Marsh.
The branch walking club is going strong, when COVID-19 allows of course, with
members getting out and about to get out of the house and also spend time with
other members. I wonder if our chairman, Mike Pilkington, ever thought he would
be doing this again?
Our big event of the year is of course the East Cheshire Reunion but like so many
planned events this has also fallen foul of the COVID-19 restrictions. When it was
first cancelled it was rearranged to go ahead with just 60 attendees, instead of the
usual 140, but it seems as if we were thwarted at every step and we have had to
cancel it again. When circumstances allow a much smaller memorial service will
be held to ensure the unbroken record is maintained. The Reunion started off with
the 7th Bn having a supper for those members of the Battalion who landed in
France on the 30th October 1939 and this year’s reunion will be the 73rd
consecutive reunion. The 74th Reunion is already being planned and will be held at
St Julien Barracks, Stockport, on Saturday the 30th October 2021.
Remembrance services around the area covered by the branch were very different
this year due to restrictions but representatives of the branch did pay their respects
at the War Memorial in Stockport, the Regimental Memorial in St Julien Barracks
and at the War Memorial in Stockport.
Derek Sykes received his Lord Lieutenants Certificate through the post rather than
at a presentation but is a worthy recipient however he received it.
All at Stockport branch would like to wish all members of the CRA, and their
families, a safe and happy Christmas, enjoy it even if you are restricted in how you
can.
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Peter Gresty

JOHN FAIRBANKS WRITES
HOLD THE FRONT PAGE !!
During my somewhat chequered Army career I
never went looking for trouble. My scrapes with
authority were brought about either by my reactions to
other people or to my being in the right place at the
wrong time. This point is aptly illustrated by the
incident which began in February 1955. It was then that I
decided that I had had enough of Army life, took up the
three year option, and retired to my home town. I
found work as a bus conductor but after several
months of punching tickets the euphoria of being a
civilian again disappeared, and I applied to return to army
life. I was accepted back in the rank of Corporal and
reported for duty at the Dale on Friday 2nd January
1956.
As darkness fell later that day I was sitting on my bed,
surveying my brand new kit issue, and beginning
to seriously doubt the wisdom of having returned to
the Regiment, when there was a knock on my door. It
was a young soldier with a message from the RSM. The
gist of it was that the designated Guard Commander
for that night had just been rushed to hospital
with acute appendicitis. And, because most of the
permanent staff were still on Christmas leave, I
was the only full Corporal in camp available for
duty. Which was how that night, in my un-pressed ill
fitting new uniform, I found myself responsible for
the security of the camp and two long term prisoners. I
remember wondering as I took post what other
unpleasant surprises could be in store for me on my
first day back. I soon found out.……
It all really started to go pear shaped at two am. This was
when the Military Police delivered into my custody a
couple of our permanent staff. These two old sweats,
both of whom were of Scottish descent, had decided to
rearrange the fixtures and fittings in the Red Lion, the
most famous cultural centre in Chester at that time. They
objected strongly to having their Hogmanay celebrations
curtailed by the Red Caps and also displayed great
reluctance to accept my hospitality. Inevitably, as we
tried to put them into an empty cell, a degree of mayhem
ensued. Eventually, after a struggle involving everyone in
the guard room, they were behind bars and peace was
restored. Half an hour later I checked on the condition of
our two new guests, who were by then sleeping like the
proverbial babes, and also looked in on the two original
prisoners. Their cell was empty. They had vanished into
thin air.........

Though stunned by this turn of events I somehow
managed to retain my composure and turned out the
Guard to search the camp. I also informed the duty
officer of the situation, and reported the escape to the
civilian police. At 3.30 a.m. the guard room phone rang.
The caller was a local journalist who enquired if there
was any truth to the report that there had been a jail
break. I reluctantly confirmed it was true, and in reply to
his question as to how they escaped, I remember making
a sarcastic remark about how I thought they had done so.
At 7 am the Depot Commanding Officer set out happily
from his home for his regular morning game of golf. He
only got as far as his local newsagents which is where he
caught sight of the front page of the Daily Mirror. The
banner headlines which read ‘Jail Break at Chester Army
Camp‘, were set over a half page cartoon depicting two
convicts crawling beneath a table at which was slumped a
sleeping Cheshire badged Corporal. The scenes which
followed the CO’s vengeful return to the Dale were
painful, especially for me. At 9.am. on the morning of my
second day back in the army I was charged with of
‘Allowing two prisoners in my custody to escape’ which
was a Court Martial offence. I objected to the use of the
word ‘Allowing’ but my protestations were ignored. I
was advised not push my luck. Eventually, at the end of
a few very fraught days, I was asked if I would accept the
CO’s punishment or would prefer to be tried by Court
Martial. Having no wish to spend time in the notorious
Colchester Glasshouse I happily accepted a severe
reprimand.
The two escapees were caught some weeks later. During
their trial I learned how they had actually pulled it off. It
had involved weeks of careful planning, the use of silver
paper, and patiently waiting for the right moment. This
had arrived as all available personnel had battled to get
the two Scotsman into an empty cell. The two prisoners,
unseen by anyone, had needed only a few seconds to
open their cell door, remove the silver paper which they
had used to prevent the lock from working properly, and
closed it behind them. It was then just two steps into the
ablutions which led into the boiler room, then out through
a previously doctored window. It was a daring well
thought out plan and one I could have well done without
because it almost caused the rebirth of my military career
to be aborted.
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PERSONAL STANDARD
and looking through a non existent windscreen and
watching oil and water pouring from the still
running motor. I reached up and turned off the ignition
and was pleasantly surprised when both the engine and
the oily outflow stopped.
Then an upside down
helmet less policeman’s head
came into view.
Having assessed my precarious position, the constable
spoke words he no doubt meant to be reassuring.
“By gum lad” he said, “Tha’s bent this bastard!!”.

In 1962 I was posted to 7th Battalion to be PSI of ‘B’
Company at the Drill Hall Congleton. After settling in I
was horrified to discover that in order to
commute regularly to HQ in Macclesfield I would be
required to ride a motorbike. After a rapid series of
lessons I was duly classified as being competent to
drive an ancient BSA, which I was convinced was a
machine that had seen service on the Somme.
I
went to great pains to avoid riding the thing but when I
had to I never exceeded the speed limit. Which
is probably what saved my life.

I was cut free by the Fire Brigade and
taken
to Congleton Memorial Hospital for
treatment to a small cut on my head which was my
only injury. Some days later I viewed the wreckage
of the vehicle and realised just how lucky I had been to
have survived. The 15 cwt was written off and a
Court of Inquiry could find no mechanical cause of
the accident.
So my superiors charged me with
careless driving, found me guilty, and imposed the
maximum penalty allowed - a fine of ten pounds.

One day, as I was chugging along the
road to Macclesfield at a sedate thirty mph,
I
suddenly found myself lying beneath the aged
contraption. Luckily, apart from a few bruises, I
was unhurt. A
subsequent investigation found
that that the piston had jammed causing myself
and the BSA to reverse roles.
Soon after this incident a fellow PSI, Len Williams,
whilst riding his BSA, was involved in a similar
incident which cost him his life. As a direct
consequence of this tragedy it was decided by
the powers that be that all motorcycles would be
withdrawn and all PSI’s, who did not already hold a
full driving licence, would be taught to drive. After
passing my driving test I gladly parted company
with the two wheeled monster and took delivery
of a couple of four wheeled replacements.

Three months after the accident I was waiting in my
married quarters, with my Austrian wife and small son,
for a taxi. We were leaving for our annual visit to my
wife’s homeland. The doorbell rang but it was not the
taxi it was the postman. The letter he delivered was
from Congleton Borough Council and was a bill for £75,
which was the cost of replacing the lamp post I had
demolished in the crash. This amount happened to be
the sum total of our holiday spending money. It took me
some time to assure my near hysterical wife that the army
would settle the bill.

Early one Sunday morning I set out in our
new 15cwt truck to order pick up some local TA soldiers
who were to attend a one day Course at the Drill
Hall. My route included travelling up Rood Hill, which
is very steep, and therefore quite a challenge to many
vehicles including my 15 cwt. As I began to lose speed
halfway up the hill I glanced in my mirror prior to
changing gear. It was then that I felt a blow to my head
and experienced the sensation of the world spinning
violently round to the accompaniment of screeching
metal and a racing motor. When the world stopped
turning I found myself upside down,

The Local Authority refused my application for a
commemorative
plaque to be attached to what I
considered to be my lamp standard. Approximately a
year later I was told that a thorough REME inspection of
the wreck had revealed a steering defect. This had caused
the vehicle to suddenly veer to the nearside of the road,
hit an overhanging grass bank, and overturn. As a direct
result of this finding all similar trucks were withdrawn
from service. My request for repayment of the ten pound
fine was not sympathetically received.
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REMEMBRANCE POEM
I am grateful to Andrew Swindale, who kindly
forwarded the poem below:
Joshua Dyer (aged 14) was tasked at school to write a
poem for Remembrance Day. An hour later (without any
help) he produced this.

BENEVOLENCE
The attention of all members is directed towards the new
veterans gateway that was launched on 20th June 2017.
This is the single point of reference for any veteran who
requires assistance.
https://www.veteransgateway.org.uk

ONE THOUSAND MEN ARE WALKING
One thousand men are walking, walking side by side.
Singing songs from home the spirit as their guide.
They walk toward the light milord, they walk towards the
sun.
They smoke and laugh and smile together no foes to outrun.
These men live on forever in the hearts of those they saved.

PTSD RESOLUTION
The charity PTSD Resolution (www.ptsdresolution.org)
continues to deliver free, local, brief, effective in- person
and online treatment across the UK to all Veterans,
Reservists and dependants with any mental health
problems. They might also like to find the page on
‘Coping with Self-isolation

(https://ptsdresolution.org/news60.php) .

A nation truly grateful for the path of peace they paved.
They march as friends and comrades but they do not march
for war
Step closer to salvation, a tranquil steady corps.
The meadows lit with golden beams a beacon for the brave
The emerald grass untrampled, a reward for what they gave.
They dream of those they left behind and know they dream
of them
Forever in those poppy fields there walks one thousand men.

VETERANS' SUPPORT

We can only do this thanks to private donations, as
explained at https://ptsdresolution.org/donate.php.
If you know of any ex-service men or women struggling
with nightmares, flashbacks, anxiety, depression, anger
issues, or any of their families being affected by their,
behaviour, please help them contact the charity PTSD
Resolution (charity number 1133188) on telephone
number 0300 302 0551. They will be put in touch with a
local counsellor trained to deal with the symptoms of
post-traumatic stress and other general mental
conditions. Treatment is free, local, confidential, brief,
immediate, non-intrusive and delivered through a
network of 200 therapists UK-wide.
You can see more at: www.ptsdresolution.org

The following are available to support veterans and their
families
who
may
be
experiencing
mental
health difficulties;
Forcesline Tel: 0800 731 4880 (between 9am and 5pm
Monday-Friday)
Combat Stress (24 hours)
Veterans and their families; Tel: 0800 138 1619
Serving personnel and their families; Tel: 0800 323 4444
Samaritans (24 hours); Tel: 116 123

THE DEFENCE PRIVILEGE CARD
The Defence Privilege Card is the official recognition
card that can be used on the high street in order to obtain
a discount. It allows those not currently serving in the
Armed Forces to obtain discounts and gives them a card
to show that they were in the Armed Forces or are
currently in the Defence Community, as a spouse/partner
of someone currently serving for example. Each Defence
Privilege Card is personalised for the member and it
costs £4.99 for a 5 year membership.
https://www.defencediscountservice.co.uk/about_defenc
e_discount_service.php
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Anybody who served in the Armed Forces and is in need
of free help and support in finding a job, training
opportunities or further resettlement assistance may wish
to contact the Military Resettlement Headquarters
(MRHQ).
Despite its title, the organisation is not run by the
military, although its staff are from a military
background.
The website can be found at: www.mrhq.co.uk
Telephone: 0330 0432505

LAST POST

Mr W Clayton Died 17 December 2019 (notified
July 2020)

Mr J Molloy, Ellesmere Port, former 1st Bn
Died 11 June 2020

Mr Colin Farrington Died 17 July 2020

Maj K (Ken) J Rennie TD, former OC B Coy
3 CHESHIRE Died 1 July 2020

Terry Finlay BEM, 1st & 3rd Bn, Ellesmere Port, 7
October

Mr Charles Sullivan
Died 14 August Aged 100
2nd Bn D Day Veteran

Mr Brett Heslop WO2 Died 5 November 2020
Served 1982 - 2004

Mr Albert (Blondie) Taylor
Died 24 September 2020
ex 1st Bn 1961-67

Mr T (Joe) J Hider, Londonderry, former 1st Bn
Died 2 August 2020
Alan Massey, Stockport Branch, died 8 November

.

Rober McCormack died 5th November ex 1st Bn.
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